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Nylund Group buys lighting business from aLUMEN 
 

Oy Nylund Group Ab has acquired the lighting technology business from aLUMEN Oy. 

The asset deal was settled on 10 February 2017. 

 

aLUMEN is a company operating within indoor and outdoor lighting, lighting control, and retail and 

industrial lighting solutions. In Finland, it is the representative of award-winning international 

lighting manufacturers such as LED Linear GmbH, Ansorg GmbH, Focus Lightning AS and Radiant 

Architectural Lightning Ltd. 

 

Nylund is a developing Finnish family company. With several decades of experience, Nylund 

supplies lifecycle products and solutions for real estate and industry. The aLUMEN asset deal 

strengthens Nylund in the lighting technology business area.   

 

With the asset deal, the entire lighting business RFQ and order backlog of aLUMEN is transferred to 

Nylund, as well as some of aLUMEN’s representations. aLUMEN’s  owner Mr. Mr. Mr. Mr. Markku HämäläinenMarkku HämäläinenMarkku HämäläinenMarkku Hämäläinen    

also joins Nylund as an employee and thus enhances Nylund’s competence especially with designer 

accounts. With Markku joining Nylund, aLUMEN’s existing customer cooperation can continue 

smoothly and uninterrupted.  

 

The aLUMEN company name is not transferred with the asset deal, nor is the company’s Kuva-

business, which specialises in TV & film lightning and movie theatre technology.  

 

More information: 

Mr. Mr. Mr. Mr. Johan KarlssonJohan KarlssonJohan KarlssonJohan Karlsson, CEO, Nylund Group, tel. +358 10 217 0360, johan.karlsson@nylund.fi  

Mr.Mr.Mr.Mr. Markku HämäläinenMarkku HämäläinenMarkku HämäläinenMarkku Hämäläinen, aLUMEN, tel. +358 40 3100 031, markku@alumen.fi  

    

Nylund GroupNylund GroupNylund GroupNylund Group is a third-generation stable and developing family company that supplies lifecycle 

products, solutions and services for real estate and industry.  www.nylund.fiwww.nylund.fiwww.nylund.fiwww.nylund.fi    

    

aLUMENaLUMENaLUMENaLUMEN,,,, founded in 2001, , , , is a lighting technology company. With a strong background in TV, movie 

and theatre lightning technology, aLUMEN imports and markets products that unite high quality 

and the latest technical innovations.    www.alumen.fiwww.alumen.fiwww.alumen.fiwww.alumen.fi    

    

 


